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ABSTRACT—During the last two decades, for reliable power supply, GIS have found a broad range of application in power systems because of their high reliability, easy maintenance, small space requirement, etc. Gas insulated sub-stations employ a superior dielectric gas, SF6 at moderate pressure for phase to phase and phase to ground insulation. Several troubles and system outages in GIS have been reported world-wide due to insulation failures which resulted in the intensification of electric field along the spacer surface and especially at the triple point electrode – spacer – gas. Hence, it was required to reduce the rate of insulation failure. In this work, Conventional cone type spacer geometry is taken for which field study has been done. Electric field stresses developed by the cone type spacer on the surface of the spacer and also at the triple junction is determined. It is found that the electric field stress at the surface of the spacer is maintained uniform, the electric field stress at the critical junctions formed by the conductor, solid insulator and SF6 gas is not maintained at minimum value. Metal inserts are considered as a means to reduce the stress at the triple point junction. The impact of Lightning Impulse on the Electric Field Stress along the spacer is carried and the reduction of stress is mitigated with the insertion of Metal Inserts.

Index Terms — Electric Field Stress, Spacer, GIS, FGM, TPJ

I. INTRODUCTION

In this present generation, utility of power is more that feeds requirement of HV power equipment like HV, Transmission HV substations. Substations are the major important thing to control the voltage with different power electronic equipments. The GIS take less space to build HV substations compared to open air substations because of using SF6 insulated gas with enclose the conductor in GIS may subject to HV charge field stress because of Lightning, switching and small defect on surface of conductor like protrusion, dip. This down of charge field stress at triple point junction (TPJ) cause support insulator damage.

They studied various defect in GIS like contaminated partial void and protrusion formed during manufacturing and transportation. These defects could cause high charge field density, which leads to insulation breakdown during steady state condition, in this paper they studied two types of defects like metallic partial and void with different sizes and different position in epoxy spacer by ANSYS software. The degree of charge field strength on particles is depends upon position and size of a particle [1]. These defect cause more harm during steady state and transient state operation of power systems. To find, these characteristics of particle discharge by different methods like optical method, chemical method and electromagnetic method. Free particle is the major problem in GIS. They are some other types of defects like void and pits. The void defects are formed during the manufacturing of spacer and conductor micro voids which from inside the spacer. They do not show more impact on GIS during installation it will effect more on GIS for long time operation the charge field effect due to void is depend on size and shape of void [2].Delamination is another kind of problem which can be observed between support insulator and enclose. This kind of problems will occur because of long time operation. This defect in GIS will increase charge field stress at enclose end, to decrease that field stress at enclose with FGM technique. Modulated cone spacer get influences to decrease charge at TPJ three different permittivity levels of support insulator charge field will be calculated by computational methods[3] GIS is not only disturbed by manufacturing and internal factors but also with External factors like transmission faults, lightning. Transmission Faults shows, more impact on steady state condition for a long time and switching shows, less voltage disturbance for a short time but lightning shows high stress for a short duration on transmission line which is connected to the substations. Lightning are irregular shape of impulse, which can’t have a standard waveform. This irregular shape of impulse show more charge field stress than standard shape impulse. During lighting, the wave travel from lightning point to substation point, with propagation mechanism like reflection and refraction. This lighting voltage impulse cause’s insulation failure in GIS [4-5]. The Spacer is to be designed to protect against flash over and it should have high insulation strength must with stand with respect to applied voltage. The numerical and experimental of SF6 and epoxy space, insulation behavior different from AC to DC. They generalized in order to find, the reliable spacer in different application like constant DC voltage and varying AC voltage at GIS. They implemented some optimal design on canonical spacers and port type spacer in constant DC voltage and varying AC voltage application studied operating stress and dielectric property. The design of canonical spacer and port type spacer are optimal and economical [6]. The development of insulation property in gas insulated substation (GIS) by application of
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Functionality Graded Material (FGM) support insulator. The charge field distribution of permittivity near and around the support insulator can be controlled. From the charge field view point, reduction of field distribution was developed by the applicability of FGM spacer these numerical calculations are verified by computational results. By this method, maximum charge field stress can be minimized only by changing the volume of the spacer, so that the cost of the spacer may reduce up to a level. The minimum charge field stress can be reduced and the charge distribution get more uniform and it is very suitable for gas substation [7]. The charge filed distribution in gas substation is non-uniform, with FGM spacer distribution of charge field was minimized at (TPJ) for different voltage levels, so it is more reliable. The distribution of charge field strength it still below the breakdown voltage of insulation with epoxy spacer material. A small percentage of titanium oxide is added with FGM given more reduction of charge field strength [8]. The FGM technique applied on disk type spacer, from the charge field stress was decreased at TPJ when a contaminated charge particle present near and far from the conductor. The charge field stress was reduced by U-shaped FGM spacer then epoxy spacer. When the gas mixture were increased, the breakdown voltage strength of the gas also increased, leads high insulation. The gas mixture of SF6, N2, CO2 and air which reduces the cost of the material and increases, insulation property. The severity of SF6 gas on the environment also reduced; if any leakage were happened at the time of gas leak the breakdown voltage increases, when the radius of contaminated particle increases in same manner, the breakdown voltage increases when the length of contaminated particle decreases. The FGM spacer has better charge field characteristic than the epoxy spacer at TPJ [9].

In this paper, cone shaped type spacer is designed. Study on charge field stress in GIS enclose along cone shaped spacer surface. The FGM cone type spacer is used to maintain uniform charge field stress along the cone shape surface and also, charge field stress at (TPJ) is studied. The charge field stress at TPJ is more than along the surface, so mental inserter are used to decrease the charge field stress along support insulator and TPJ.

II. COMPUTATION OF ELECTRIC FIELD

In GIS two type of insulator are used SF6 gas and silicon-epoxy SF6 gas is used as insulator along the encloser, and silicon-epoxy is used as insulator support in encloser. The charge field stress is linear increased along the surface which causes failure of insulator support. The charge field stress along surface and Triple Point Junction (TPJ) is studied. The FGM technique is used to maintain uniform charge field stress At steady state the electrostatic field within anisotropic dielectric material, assuming a Cartesian coordinate system, and Laplacian field, the electrical energy W stored within the whole volume U of the region considered is:

\[
W = \frac{1}{2} \int \varepsilon |\nabla V|^2 \, dU
\]

(1)

As it is not possible to find a continuous function for the whole area A, an adequate discretization must be made. So all the area under consideration is subdivided into triangular elements hence:

\[
\frac{W}{\phi} = \frac{1}{2} \varepsilon \sum^n_{i=1} \left( \left( \frac{\partial V}{\partial x} \right)^2 + \left( \frac{\partial V}{\partial y} \right)^2 \right) A_i
\]

(2)

Where n is the total number of elements and Ai is the area of the ith triangle element. So the formulation regarding the minimization of the energy within the complete system may be written as

\[
\frac{\partial X}{\partial \{V(x, y)\}} = 0 \quad X = \frac{W}{\phi}
\]

(3)

Within each element the electric field strength is considered to be constant and the electric field strength is calculated as

\[
E = \frac{\partial V(x, y)}{\partial x} - j \frac{\partial V(x, y)}{\partial y}
\]

(4)

III. FGM FOR CONE SPACER

A plain cone type insulator has a constant permittivity. So the charge field stress near the conductor is more and charge field stress at encloser is less. This leads to failure of insulator support. At (TPJ) charge field density is more this cause discharge of a particle at triple junction. The FGM technique is used to maintain uniform charge field stress, in this method different types of permittivity levels are used for maintain uniform charge field stressed. Practically, this can be done by applying centrifugal force on spacer.

Fig 1. FGM Spacer for Single Phase GIS

IV. ELECTRIC FIELD DISTRIBUTION WITH METAL INSERTS

Electric field stress is decreased by using MI in cone insulator, when compared with the plain cone and also charge field stress can be decreased at TPJ compared with plain type
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

In GIS SF6 and epoxy two important insulated medium employed, SF6 as a gas insulator, epoxy as a support insulator. This cone type spacer has a clearance of 80mm between inner conductor and enclose. The applied voltage of a bus duct is 75kV with SF6 insulator permittivity as 1.005 and the outer electrode is connected to a ground. The technical FGM cone type spacer with three levels of permittivity is employed in this model. This entire model is developed by using COMSOL tool. For solve the electric field stress at near and for bus duct on a spacer during lightning impulse voltage of 1050kV. The charge field stress along the spacer at worst case θ=(0,10,20,30,…,90) with and without inserter of 1156050V(1.1561E6V) as shown in fig 6-13. From the fig 6 and 7, at θ=90 the maximum charge field stress with absence of MI is 1.68945kV/cm, when the same FGM cone type spacer with presence of MI gives 1.55114kV/cm, the reduced voltage from FGM with absence of MI to presence of MI is 0.13831kV/cm, it is nearly 91.81% .
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Charge field stress was reduced. When 175kV is applied at inner bus duct, so by employing the MI at FGM support insulator during lightning condition reduces by 91.81% of charge field stress, which can be minimized. That can be shown in Table 1. The flash over or break down of charge field strength, that improve the reliability of GIS. The three cases of permittivity levels had studied as shown in the Table 2, where permittivity levels of case 1 is less than case 2 and case 2 is less than case 3 here by increasing the permittivity levels, the charge field stress at inner and outer electrodes is going to decrease, because of increasing permittivity leads to increasing dielectric strength. This required more charge field stress to break that dielectric strength. Charge field stress without metal inserter is greater than charge field stress with metal inserter, that can be observed in same table and also decreasing charge field stress with increasing permittivity levels. The change in field stress at outer enclose from with and without metal inserter is approximately 98.85% for three cases and change in field stress at inner electrode from with and without metal inserter is approximately 44.64% for three cases from Table:2

Table 1: Field stresses in kV/cm along Spacer with metal inserts

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Angle</th>
<th>PLAIN</th>
<th>FGM</th>
<th>FGM with metal inserter</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Electric field stress due to Lightning kV/cm</td>
<td>Electric field stress due to Lightning kV/cm</td>
<td>Electric field stress due to Lightning kV/cm</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>0.02621</td>
<td>0.02646</td>
<td>0.0219156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>0.055339</td>
<td>0.0529</td>
<td>0.0438312</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.0815534</td>
<td>0.07669</td>
<td>0.0681818</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Field stresses in kV/cm without and with metal inserts during Lightning

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Case</th>
<th>Electric field stress outer encloser</th>
<th>Electric field stress inner electrode</th>
<th>Electric field stress outer encloser</th>
<th>Electric field stress inner electrode</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>1.68942</td>
<td>0.67947</td>
<td>0.019424</td>
<td>0.36934</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.67206</td>
<td>0.6725</td>
<td>0.01744</td>
<td>0.36924</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>1.67132</td>
<td>0.667762</td>
<td>0.017184</td>
<td>0.363339</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**CONCLUSION**

Insulator support is the most important component to study in the GIS. Most of the insulation break down will occur at insulator support, due to non-uniform charge field stress along the surface to reduce the charge field stress, FGM technique is used, by this method, the charge field stress along surface will be uniform so that minimize the insulation break because uniform charge field density at Triple Point Junction (TPJ), this charge field density at TPJ will cause, the failure of insulator supporter. So to minimize the charge filed density at TPJ with use of metal inserts (MI). This entire technique is studied, under high lightning voltage of 1050 kV. During the lightning condition, there are impulse voltage disturbance at steady state, which cause insulation failure due to charge field stress. This can be minimized by the FGM with metal inserter technique

- The charge field stress was drastically reduced by moulding cone type FGM support insulator with metal inserter
- By increasing the permittivity levels, dielectric strength of the support insulator will increases and charge field stress will decrease.
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